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Start at NEW LOCATION,  Graphics of Neutron division.   (:10). The Keshe Foundation 

accepts the total package of 5+1 Treaty with Iran and USA. Iran has a right to be a 

nuclear nation. Release of the plasma technology to share internationally.  Instantaneous 

communication Zero Time, throughout Universe. Health knowledge you can send a blood 

sample and can be treated from earth, whatever disease you get. Last year asked for funds 

to build ship to go to Moon, nobody gave so he went to governments and rich people. 

April 2016 plan to industrialize technology mainly with Chinese. James Hanky from 

USA Armed Forces came. (:32). Rick read a letter of appreciation and a check. We don't 

transfer holograph to plasma, instead transfer an envelop with the contents inside. Give 

the enveloped as to open on arrival. You do real time real transfer. What's the need for 

spaceship when you can arrive instantaneously.  Magnetic memory (RAM). Nano state is 

half matter and half plasma. Transfer information through Nano layer, not matter. MG 

fields can bend matter. Light is also a plasma, outer field is matter. Plasma divides but 

not the soul. If bird eats man, it carries the RNA of the man but can't utilize it so doesn't 

gain in intelligence. (:50).  Man can move between levels. RNA carries the information 

but needs the DNA and physicality to manifest it. Can use same RNA but you get 

different DNA depending on the environment. Are the human beings of this planet? We 

have access of ancient people (Christ) if our ancestors were here at that time, then we 

have that connection through the RNA. This is how the Core Team of Keshe Foundation 

can change everyone on this planet. You can't change the soul of a man, (thou shall not 

steal). Explanation about Pope John Paul, he was aware of the abuse of the priests so his 

soul got mixed up with that, so he didn't get full benefit, because all of the priests are a 

part of same structure. They have to replace what has been taken away. People complain 

about Keshe mixing religion with science, he says no, you can't have a free plasma 

without having a free soul, and there is a structure to it. (1:11). Marco describing his 

reactor from Chinese, 3 small inside large reactor inside a vacuum. One person used 

mercury in reactor.  (1:29).  Keshe teaches again, talk about speed of reactor, slower 

speed collect mass, High speeds shred fields. There are about 10 different reactors in lab, 

and all effect each other. Keshe books on pdf, get sample and then a key to open. Special 

facility to finance "spin-off" of the Technology. New technology is knowledge of Love 

and find a way to share.  (1:50).  A guy with a lot of spiritual experiences now trying to 

learn the New Technology. He's a self-taught person, puts spirituality and science 

together. He went to see Dalai Lama, and will give presentation soon (he's talking a lot 

??). We don't want people just coming for flying reactor. KS have to write their own 

paper, not peer reviewed, but added to library for everybody.  

 


